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A diet book for six-year-old girls: the worst idea ever?

Fancy putting your daughter off her food? Then buy her Maggie Goes on a Diet, a children’s book aimed at 6 to 12-year-olds. It was 
written and self-published by Hawaii-based author Paul Kramer, whose other titles include Do Not Dread Wetting the Bed, in which 
little Cynthia ‘chases away the pee-pee monster’.

The book tells the story of 14-year-old Maggie, who according to its blurb* ‘is transformed from being overweight and insecure to a 
normal-sized teenager who becomes the school soccer star’. When it first came out at the end of 2011, it caused some controversy. 
The cover image was so disquieting that many people really did allow themselves to judge the book by it. On the cover, Maggie 
is depicted as dumpy, pigtailed, wearing an unflattering jumper (has nobody told her that wide lateral stripes aren’t a good look 
when you’re carrying a few extra kilos?), staring into the mirror, presumably dreaming of a thinner self who will one day wear the 
tiny pink prom dress she’s holding to her chest.

When we tried to contact Kramer, he was not available to comment. On children’s book blog TreasuryIslands one commenter said: 
‘It’s not even slightly appropriate for the age group they’re aiming it at,’ and tags such as ‘body fascism’ and ‘give your children 
neuroses’ have been added to the book’s Amazon listing.

Perhaps in Hawaii it’s perfectly OK to read a book to your highly impressionable 6-year-old daughter about a teenage girl, at the 
prime age for developing anorexia. Presumably Kramer wrote the book with the best of intentions – as a means of addressing 
America’s childhood obesity crisis. But only a few months before Kramer’s book went on sale, the Advertising Standards Authority 
had banned a children’s clothing website from stocking girls’  T-shirts carrying the slogan, ‘Nothing tastes as good as skinny feels.’ So 
seeing a book like Maggie Goes on a Diet hitting the shelves within the same year seems bizarre.

*blurb: brief information about a book on its cover
Adapted from Laura Barnett, guardian.co.uk, 17th August 2011

1  Are the following sentences true (T) or false (F)? Use the 
exact words from the text to justify your answers.

1 Maggie Goes on a Diet is about a girl who becomes popular 
when she loses weight. 

 

 

2 The writer says that the aim of the book is to help 
teenagers. 

 

 

2  Answer the following questions in your own words, relating 
to the ideas from the passage.

1 Who is the main character in the book?

 

 

2 Why do you think the cover image is disturbing?

 

 

3  Complete the sentences using information from the text.

1 A commenter from the blog TreasuryIslands explained that

 

 

2 Even if in Hawaii this book is acceptable 

 

4  Use of English

1 Turn the following sentence into the passive voice.

 Paul Kramer has already written other books.

 

 

2 Rewrite this sentence in reported speech.

 ‘It’s not even slightly appropriate for the age group they’re 
aiming it at,’ the commenter said.

 The commenter said 

 

5  Match the words 1–5 with the meanings a–e.

1 chase  a  intend something for a specific 
audience

2 bizarre  b  hurry after someone or something in 
order to catch them

3 dumpy  c very strange and unusual

4 aim something  d label 
at someone 

5 tag  e short and fat

6  Write a composition of 120−150 words on the following:

Diets are of great importance in our society. Discuss.


